
FACCC Communications Committee Meeting Notes

April 19, 2024
10:00 – 11:00 am

Attending: David Balch, Ashley Hamilton, John Fox, and Ryan Tripp
Absent: Amy Leonard and Catherine Cheng

Action Items

John Fox
Email John Gobsky for podcast interview
John Fox to email John Govsky to arrange a podcast interview and copy Ryan Tripp and Ashley Hamilton on the
correspondence.
John Fox
Contact Patrick Ahren's campaign team
John Fox to reach out to Patrick Ahren's campaign team to discuss his availability for a podcast episode.
Ashley Hamilton
Reach out to Amy about dual enrollment blog
Ashley Hamilton to contact Amy to discuss the dual enrollment blog proposal and get an update on her contribution.
Ryan Tripp
Schedule podcast with Annie Koruga
Ryan Tripp to schedule and confirm the podcast recording with Annie Koruga for May 13th.

Overview

● Ryan and Ashley set firm July or August deadlines for article submissions.
● John submitted a blog on the 50% law and will also make contact with podcast guest candidates like John

Govsky.
● Ashley reported the spring FACCC issue is mailing to members, available publicly two weeks later.
● Annie Koruga's podcast was moved to May 13th due to scheduling challenges.

Article Proposals Review

● Ryan set July or August deadlines for article submissions.
● Ryan is tasked with creating an analytical summary for the voter guide policy endorsements.
● Amy's progress on the dual enrollment article is unknown; Ashley will reach out to her.
● John will contact Patrich Ahrens’ campaign team, giving them one more month to respond before considering

alternatives.

Blog Proposal Updates

● Ashley confirmed John's submission of a blog on the 50% law, scheduled for social media sharing.



● Dave's blog on the Carnegie unit is completed but on hold pending revisions.

Podcast Planning

● John proposed interviewing John Gobsky about the one-tier policy and James McKeever about the March in
March event.

● The plan is to make contact with both.
● Annie Koruga's podcast was moved to May 13th to accommodate schedule issues.

Publication Updates

● Ashley mentioned the FACCCTS spring issue is currently mailing out, with exclusive member access for two
weeks before public release.

Committee Member Contributions

● Ashley and Ryan talked about working together with the PAC committee for content creation.
● John offered suggestions for podcast interviews and will make contact with those individuals.
● Ryan led the meeting, organizing participant roles and responsibilities.
● John is looking forward to the spring FACCCTS issue.

Notes on Individual Participant Contributions

● David Balch talked about ongoing projects, including assembly bill 89.
● Ryan Tripp led the meeting, making sure everyone understood their roles and responsibilities.
● John Fox offered to communicate with Patrick Ahrens or his team about an interview and is eager for the spring

FACCC issue.


